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THE ROUGH GUIDE to

Arabic Café



Nowadays in the West coffee chains are 
endemic on every high street. Pounding the 
streets anywhere from Croydon to Chicago, 
you can be sure to find a slick, stainless-steel-
clad Starbucks or a clinical, corporate Costa 
crowded on to every other corner. In these 
capitalist climes, multi-national chains jostle 
for space with holistically hip independent 
joints where media consultants tip-tap on 
MacBooks whilst sipping their double-shot 
decaf doppios. Looking back at the richly 
roasted history of the potent brew reveals a 
fascinating story and its deep connection to 
the musical culture of Eastern Africa and the 
Middle East, where the drink originated.  

There are hundreds of contesting accounts of 
coffee’s legendary first uses. A popular theory 
surmises that in the tenth century, nomads 
wandering through Ethiopia’s mountains 
ate the coffee plants red fruits and first 
discovered its stimulating properties. Next, 
members of the Shadhiliyya Sufi order are 
said to have spread coffee-drinking across 
Southern Arabia and the Islamic world from 
the thirteenth century onwards. Today coffee’s 
enveloping aroma still scents the streets of 
the Arab world’s beating cities and village 
outposts. Touchdown in Beirut, Ramallah, 
Cairo, Casablanca or Riyadh and you are sure 
to soon have your hands wrapped around a 
steaming strong amalgam. This Rough Guide 
concocts a collection of laid-back music likely 
to be pumped out from street-side Arabic 
coffee-houses where the clinking of glasses, 
gentle ripple of conversation and misty 

shisha smoke mingles amongst the guests in 
percussive interplay. 

We sip our first Arabian infusion in a Franco-
Algerian establishment in the company of 
Maurice El-Medioni. Born in Oran, El Medioni 
first learned to play the piano by mimicking 
popular 1930s French songs he heard on the 
old family radio. During the 1940s he learned 
to boogie-woogie and jazz along with the US 
troops stationed in Oran. In 1962 escaping 
his country’s bitter civil war El Medioni 
relocated to France and set himself upon 
the cosmopolitan cabaret scene. Joining 
us in Algeria, Akim El Sikameya’s unique 
high-range vocal is heard on ‘Ya Waadi’. 
Both artists blend Arab-Andalucian tradition 
with swinging jazz trumpets and syncopated 
swagger. 

Ali Hassan Kuban’s music greets us in Egypt 
with a steaming cup of his Nubian blend. 
Known for his wide gap-toothed smile 
and jazz-inflected wedding music, Kuban 
transformed the complex rural rhythms and 
trance-like chants of his homeland by adding 
Western instrumentation and danceable 
beats. Sudanese musician Abdel Gadir-Salim 
also draws on wedding repertoire as heard 
on his strident 6/8 tune ‘Gamearina’. The 
band Salamat was formed by Mahmoud Fadl, 
another musician with a strong rooting in the 
Nubian and Arabic wedding scene in Egypt. 
Fadl’s love of percussion is resonant in the 
playful patterns underpinning tracks ‘Elleya 
Misafir’ and ‘Wainek’. 

Within the course of this travelogue album 
we go on to glide from Ihsan Al-Mounzer’s 
Lebanese light roast to Groupe Mazagan’s 
Moroccan rock mix, Daramad’s relaxed-pace 
Persian delights, and Ramzi Aburedwan’s 
punctuated Palestinian grooves. Uncover the 
history of coffee culture on this carefully-
blended compilation. 

MAURICE EL MEDIONI – El Medioni’s 
decorative piano music has been nicknamed 
‘piano oriental’ because it combines rai with 
jazz, boogie-woogie and Latin styles. As a 
young pianist El Medioni picked up techniques 
from guests at his father’s cabaret club in 
Oran’s Jewish quarter and from American GI’s 
visiting Algeria during the Second World War. 
Now resident in Marseille, El Medioni’s music 
is an exposition of the often ignored shared 
roots of much Arab and Jewish culture. 

SALAMAT – Salamat explores the music of the 
Nubian community, a historic cultural group 
that resides in a region located along the Nile 
river in northern Sudan and southern Egypt. 
Their music builds on ancient tradition and 
features high profile contemporary Nubian 
artists such as keyboard/accordionist Hassan 
Meky and vocalists Fathi Abou Greisha and 
Sala Abd Rady. Their line-up also includes an 
extended North African and Arabic percussion 
section and brass line of saxophones and 
trumpet. 

ABDEL GADIR SALIM – Abdel Gadir Salim’s 
music links Sudanese folk tradition from the 

Kordofan province in the west of Sudan with 
contemporary jazz vernacular. Having trained 
in European and Arabic music at in Khartoum, 
Salim’s career has seen him seek out 
traditional songs to rearrange and perform. In 
2005 Salim recorded an album with Sudanese 
rapper and former child soldier Emmanuel 
Jal. 

MAHMOUD FADL – Born in 1955, Fadl was 
raised in the bustling Egyptian cities of 
Assuan and Cairo. He began his career as a 
limbo dance and musician for wedding parties 
across the busy cosmopolitan hubs. Presently 
Fadl splits his time between Egypt and Berlin 
spreading his ‘Cairo Cool’. He has appeared 
on numerous albums with his group Salamat 
heard on this Rough Guide and also with his 
Drummers of the Nile percussive ensemble.
  
DARAMAD – Daramad explores the 
confluence between the music of the Eastern 
world and improvised free jazz. Their line-
up features members from Persian and 
Australian backgrounds and together they 
interpret their own arrangements by famed 
composers of the Islamic world. At home 
setting the sounds of a Turkish baglama lute 
alongside a double bass, drums and wind 
section – their spontaneous creative energy 
reflects their namesake: ‘Daramad’ refers 
to a term in Persian classical tradition that 
expresses the process of emerging artistry. 

RAMZI ABUREDWAN – As an adult Ramzi 
promotes peace and understanding through 



music, but as a boy he was famously 
photographed hurling stones at Israeli tanks. 
An image taken in 1987 shows an 8-year-old 
Ramzi clad in a ruby-red coat and scuffed blue 
jeans. His small body is arched backwards 
and in his hand he clasps a large stone, which 
he is poised to lob with force. That the same 
Ramzi went on to forge an illustrious career 
in music hinges on his unique talent as heard 
when he takes to his evocatively played violin 
or bouzouk. 

ALI HASSAN KUBAN – Ali Hassan Kuban 
was born in 1933 in Gotha, a small village 
in the heart of Nubian Egypt. At the age of 
seven Kuban’s family moved to Cairo where 
he learned to play the clarinet. In 1949 he 
worked as clarinettist for the Opera of Cairo 
and played in Nubian wedding bands before 
forming his own eight-piece group, the 
first Nubian band to feature a brass section 
alongside traditional instruments. Influenced 
by infectious Cuban rhythms and the music of 
James Brown, his trend-setting mix launched 
him to international fame in the 1990s. 

AKIM EL SIKAMEYA – Akim’s unique 
singing voice and fiddle-playing technique 
has astonished live audiences across the 
globe. Born in the major Algerian city of 
Oran, Akim recorded his debut 1999 album in 
Marseille. On the road he has supported the 
likes of megastars Cesaria Evora, Khaled, 
Cheb Mami and Natacha Atlas. Via his music 
Akim expresses his personal experiences o 
exile, and fights with words against religious 

fundamentalism. His music shifts between 
countries and cultures, between tradition and 
modernity, and between an unplugged and 
electric sound. 

GROUPE MAZAGAN – Groupe Mazagan 
are pioneers on the contemporary Maghreb 
scene. Their powerful mix of traditional music 
mixed with urban beats is unique and ever 
popular at home. Their debut World Music 
Network album Introducing Groupe Mazagan 
isn’t nostalgic traditional performance 
moulded for the Western market. Instead this 
album is drawn straight from the hustling-
bustling urban streets of Morocco – this is 
current music that is speaking to the youth 
right now. 

IHSAN AL-MOUNZER – Lebanese composer, 
arranger and pianist Al-Mounzer studied 
at conservatoires in Beirut, Cario and Italy. 
Having led He has worked alongside singers 
Feyrouz, Sabah and Wadia Safi and has 
composer for Magda Roumi, Anoushka and 
Samira Said. Having founded his own studio in 
1992, he has also scored soundtracks for film 
including the titles ‘Explosion’, ‘Kidnapped’ 
and the operetta ‘Wasiyit Hobb’ with Diana 
Haddad and Wael Kfoury. 

01 MAURICE EL MEDIONI Bienvenue/Abiadi 
from the album CAFÈ ORAN (CD-PIR1045) 
(Maurice El Medioni ) pub Piranha Musik. Licensed from 
Piranha.

02 SALAMAT Elleya Misafir 
from the album EZZAYAKOUM (CD-PIR1256) 
(trad, arr Mahmoud Fadl) pub Piranha Musik. Licensed 
from Piranha.

03 ABDEL GADIR SALIM Gamearina 
from the album CEASEFIRE (TUGCD1038) 
(Abdel Gadir Salim) pub Riverboat UK Music (MCPS). 
Licensed from Riverboat Records/World Music Network 
(UK) Ltd.

04 MAHMOUD FADL We Daret El Ayam 
from the album UMM KALTHUM 7000 (CD-
PIR1470) 
(Mohamed Abdel Wahab) pub Piranha Musik. Licensed 
from Piranha.

05 SAYED KHALIFA Samra Oya 
from the album EZZAYAKOUM (CD-PIR1256) 
(Sayed Khalifa, arr Mahmoud Fadl) pub Piranha Musik. 
Licensed from Piranha.

06 DARAMAD Isfahan 
from the album DARAMAD 
(Reza Mirzaei) pub Parenthèses Records. Licensed from 
Parenthèses Records, www.parenthesesrecords.be

07 SALWA ABOU GREISHA Wainek 
from the album EZZAYAKOUM (CD-PIR1256) 
(Abdel El Aziz Zain, arr Mahmoud Fadl) pub Piranha 
Musik. Licensed from Piranha.

08 RAMZI ABUREDWAN Tahrir 
from the album REFLECTIONS OF PALESTINE 
(TUGCD1061) 
(Ramzi Aburedwan) pub Riverboat UK Music (MCPS). 
Licensed from Riverboat Records/World Music Network 
(UK) Ltd.

09 ALI HASSAN KUBAN Abu Simbel 
from the album REAL NUBIAN (CD-PIR1575) 
(Ali Hassan Kuban) pub Piranha Musik. Licensed from 
Piranha.

10 AKIM EL SIKAMEYA Ya Waadi 
from the album INTRODUCING AKIM EL SIKAMEYA 
(INTRO113CD) 
(Akim El Sikameya, arr Philippe Eidel) pub Riverboat UK 
Music (MCPS). Licensed from Introducing/World Music 
Network (UK) Ltd.

11 GROUPE MAZAGAN La Vignette 
from the album INTRODUCING GROUPE MAZAGAN 
(INTRO126DD) 
(Mazagan) pub Groupe Mazagan/Oubla Music/Riverboat 
UK Music (MCPS). Licensed from Introducing/World Music 
Network (UK) Ltd.

12 JALILAH FEAT. IHSAN AL-MOUNZER Tales 
Of The Sahara 
from the album In a BEIRUT MOOD (CD-PIR1788) 
(Ihsan Al-Mounzer) pub Piranha Musik. Licensed from 
Piranha (UK) Ltd.
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For more information contact 
WORLD MUSIC NETWORK 
6 Abbeville Mews
88 Clapham Park Road
London SW4 7BX, UK
T 020 7498 5252
F 020 7498 5353
E post@worldmusic.net

Listen to sound samples at  
www.worldmusic.net and subscribe  

to our free email newsletter! 


